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Body is Consciousness 
 
The mind is: from the body separate consciousness, all forms, tendencies, movements 

that are somewhere present, hanging around in the air, but are not allowed, not wanted to be 
Felt yet in and Ultimately – when body and mind Are or Appear to Be One – as the Body. If 
Consciousness is Finally Totally Allowed to Live as the body, which is a crazily heavy (and 
Ultimately the Only Truly Deepening) Human and Humanizing Process, one can speak of the 
Body, the Divinized Body, or the Consciousness-Body. 

The Role of the body is hardly if at all ever, anywhere, Truly, Wholly Understood. It is 
– Ultimately and therefore from the beginning – not a form. It is not some ‘thing’ that is ‘also’ 
there somewhere and is to be dragged behind ‘you’, behind the important consciousness (or 
for many: the mind). The Body is the Process, the Place, the Event Where and as Which Man 
and Woman (or the Formless and the Form, or Consciousness and Unconsciousness) Finally 
Merge, or Become or Realize to Be One – Which does not happen at all by or via sex, even 
though sex also plays a role in this Process. It Is Consciousness Be(com)ing Form, the 
Feelable and Feeling Form that Consciousness Takes On on earth, Has Taken On. It is not 
different from Consciousness. It Is the Same. 

The (Role of the) Body (and, Closely Related: Woman) is Crucial in the True Spiritual 
Process of Realizing Ultimate Oneness (of Oneness and Duality). If one is already Sensitive 
enough to it, one can feel the incredibly big power of the Female Unconscious (or Separating) 
Force that Operates and Has to Operate on earth as the Force That is not – not just like that – 
allowing Consciousness here on earth in and as the (human) Body, in and as Form.1 It Urges 
Consciousness to get the hell out of here, or else it will make It feel the hell (as Itself). It 
chases one away to the Lifeless mind. The Body is kept Unconscious, just as long as no 
Stronger Force is Met. Only when Its Master, Consciousness (or: Man), Is Recognized, It 
Surrenders to and Acknowledges the Reality of the Body Being Conscious(ness).2 

For the (few) Sincere, True Hearted, Intelligent Lovers of (the Whole) Truth the Body is 
the Instrument (for), the Place or the Arena (for) and the ‘Goal’ (or in Fact the Result) of the 
Process. Or, rather, as it is no form in the end: It Is the Process Itself. To Live as One 
Conscious Body Living Simultaneously the Extremes of Freedom as Oneness (or 
Consciousness) and the Painful Jail of Duality (or Unconsciousness, Confusion) is It. It is the 
End of the Paradox that has no end. The Body is the Living Paradox, the Union or Oneness of 
body and mind, or unconsciousness and consciousness. It is a Living Mechanism (or 
Energetic Manifestation of the One Consciousness) Constantly Transcending 
Unconsciousness into Consciousness, Woman into Man, Pain into Freedom, into Release. If 
this Transcendence-Process – That by Nature is ‘Meant’ to be Constant – is blocked, the 
                                                
1 At the same time though, Dual as She Is, the Female Force Calls upon Man, Consciousness, to Manifest in 

and Live as Her Body. In this Paradox of these Two apparently opposite Forces Man has to Learn to Be, to 
Stand, to Survive, to Live, to Manifest, to Do His Real Work. 

2 The Body as Consciousness should not be confused with feeling things in the body, which usually happens 
from a separate observer position. 
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Body becomes stuck, stiffened, increasingly dead. And one can’t get rid of this or compensate 
this by moving, doing sports, massage, or whatever form of manipulation of the form, of the 
body. From a merely energetic perspective, one will be flowing better then but you cannot 
fool the One Heart That, Truly, Lives the Body. You, or the Body Itself, the Heart Itself, is 
‘secretly’ dying more and more on earth if indeed the Natural Process of Transcendence is not 
Allowed to Take Place (as the Body). 

In Truth, the Body is to Be Seen and ‘Treated’ (or rather, Ultimately, Lived) as Heart – 
as Conscious Heart – and not because that sounds nice or even great but only because It Is So. 
In a way, the mind should not be allowed to have thoughts about the Body. Consciously 
Feeling as the Body is Humbly Allowed. 


